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The Offering
Cushman & Wakefield ULC (the “Advisor”), on behalf of CreateTO (the “Client” or “CreateTO”), is seeking 
proposals from film, television, production companies and/or commercial developers (the “Proponent” or 
“Respondent”) to develop and operate a purpose-built, state-of-the-art film, television, and digital media 
hub (the “Basin Media Hub” or “Complex”). The offering presents a once in a generation opportunity to 
secure an 8.9 acre waterfront development parcel located at 29, 35 & 41 Basin Street, Toronto, Ontario (the 
“Property”) and take part in Toronto’s dynamic $2B+ film, television and production industry.

Toronto is among the top five film and television production clusters in North America. In 2019, the City 
attracted over $2B in production investment that employed more than 30,000 Torontonians. Screen-based 
industries have become one of Toronto’s key economic drivers, playing a major part in Toronto’s evolution 
as a global leader in film, television, digital media, gaming, technology and innovation.

The Property is located in the heart of the PIC Core, Toronto’s preeminent film and production destination. 
The focus of this district is growing Toronto’s screen-based industries, clustering interactive and digital 
media, and arts, design and other creative enterprises into film friendly production environment. A key 
priority of the district is to encourage developments that are intense with animated ground floor uses along 
the water’s edge promenade.

Furthermore, the Media City district is located near Toronto’s PIC Core, and is zoned to permit a 
“communications and broadcasting establishment” under applicable zoning by-laws. The Port Lands 
offer prime studio and production space, within immediate proximity to the downtown core, regional road 
network with future planned higher order transit, as well as existing creative clusters.

The Property will be made available to the successful Proponent under a long-term, triple net ground lease 
with the expectation that the Proponent will design, finance, construct and operate the Complex (either 
alone or in partnership). CreateTO is particularly interested in visionary proposals for the Basin Media Hub 
that demonstrate the highest degree of quality urban design, sustainability, technology utilization, and 
production flexibility (“high-tech/high-flex”). It is anticipated that, following the selection of the successful 
Proponent, the approvals and construction process for the Basin Media Hub should take approximately 
three years to complete.

Responses to this RFI are due on November 12th, 2020 by 4:00 PM.

GENERAL DETAILS

LAND AREA 388,066 square feet/ 8.9 acres

HERITAGE BUILDING SIZE 15,000 square feet

HISTORICAL STATUS (SUN OIL BUILDING) Listed

ZONING I4 D2

DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL ± 450,000 GFA

OFFICIAL PLAN Regeneration Area

OCCUPANCY Vacant on Closing

PIN 213850192
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BASIN MEDIA HUB VISION
The Property being made available through this development offering is a unique City asset, strategically 
located in the heart of one of the most dynamic Film/TV/Media industry clusters in North America. 
CreateTO is seeking creative and visionary proposals from Proponents that will fully develop and leverage 
the potential of this Property. CreateTO’s vision for the Property includes some of the following elements:

In summary, with this offering, CreateTO is hoping that the successful Proponent will create a vibrant, sustainable 
and thriving “high-intensity, high-tech, high-flex” Film-Media Hub in the heart of Toronto’s Film District, that 
meets both the needs of the industry today, as well as anticipates the needs of the industry in the future.

(i) The purpose-built complex would include a 
state-of-the art sound stage capable of hosting 
both film, music, and television projects, with an 
emphasis on attracting high caliber international 
and domestic productions. The facility should 
be a highly flexible soundproof space and we 
would anticipate sound stages as large as the 
proponent deems financially feasible, with 
generous stage heights, which can respond to 
modern production needs. The complex would 
also include ancillary office space for film, TV, 
music, and digital production, including post-
production infrastructure and amenities.

(ii) A portion of the complex could be devoted 
to the emerging needs of linear audiovisual 
production focusing on animation, digital, audio 
media, and other similar high-value employment 
opportunities, which is conducive to a full-time 
creative workforce.

(iii) Proponents are encouraged to propose 
opportunities for access to space for the local 
industry for production, workforce development 
or other educational models, or for co-working 
subtenant models, including the possibility of new 
media and interactive incubation office spaces 
within this complex, particularly in the heritage 
building onsite, which could have separate access 
and security systems. The opportunity to create 
synergic common and public areas will be key to 
ensuring a 24-hour animation of this complex.

(iv) Proponents are encouraged to propose green 
development elements that will help reduce 

the future infrastructure/energy demands, 
as well as the environmental impacts of the 
proposed development, while contributing to 
a healthier and more livable work space. The 
proposed development project will need to be 
in compliance with the Toronto Green Standard 
(TGS). The site is also located on a waterfront 
promenade, where the facility should have regard 
for public space and amenities for workers and 
visitors alike.

(v) The complex should be designed and 
engineered to anticipate industry advances, 
and thus be flexible enough to accommodate 
new digital media industries, technological 
innovation, changes in workforce dynamics, and 
the ability to respond quickly to new market 
cycles. In order to future-proof this real estate 
asset, and allow for ease of expansion, as new 
technology services and solutions are brought 
online, an integrated digital solution should be 
considered. An integrated digital solution could 
form the Base Building Platform that will allow 
acceleration of operational innovation and future 
expansions. The digital solution can be the key 
differentiator for this new building complex 
for future film-media tenants. All aspects of 
the complex could consider digital production 
solutions that are flexible, secure, connected, 
and integrated, while allowing for scalable 
enterprise digital infrastructure. Enhancing 
flexibility and expansion capability as corporate 
resources evolve will provide an end-to-end user 
experience that could be driven by innovation.

Offering Guidelines
CreateTO has initiated a two-stage open market procurement process consisting of a Request for 
Expressions of Interest (RFI) followed by a Request for Proposals (RFP), to select a development partner 
to undertake and fund the development, and operation of the Basin Media Hub. The RFI is available to 
Proponents in the online data room, following execution of the Confidentiality Agreement.

A limited number of respondents will be invited to submit a response to the subsequent RFP which will 
require comprehensive submissions, detailing all aspects of the financial and business plan, concept 
design and related aspects of the proposal. Respondents to the RFP will be asked to present their 
proposal to CreateTO and the Advisor followed by a short question and answer period on either 
January 28th or January 29th, 2021. CreateTO and the Advisor will evaluate the RFP submissions and 
then select the successful Proponent following the conclusion of negotiations of the land lease and 
pre-development agreement.
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Toronto Film Industry 
The City of Toronto is the largest economic cluster for the creative economy in Canada. With such 
concentration of creativity and economic focus, Toronto is among the top five film and television 
production clusters in North America and is recognized widely as a global centre for production and 
post-production excellence. For the first time since 2017, Canada (primarily Toronto and Vancouver), 
was the top film location for US released movies out of 100 films, amongst key production centres in 
Louisiana, California, New York, United Kingdom, and Georgia. Toronto’s film and television industry 
provides employment opportunities cross-sectoral, and screen-based industries have grown to become 
one of Toronto’s key economic drivers.

In 2019, the City attracted over $2.2B in production investment that employed over 30,000 Torontonians. 
The screen industry is playing a major part in a watershed time in Toronto’s evolution as a global 
leader in film, television, digital media, gaming, technology and innovation. Film and television global 
production volumes are at historical highs and set to grow significantly over the next 10 years. Toronto 
is pushing itself towards the centre of screen excellence, equipped to increase its global market share 
by proactively expanding its renowned infrastructure and celebrated workforce.

Toronto currently welcomes over 1,500 productions annually, through a healthy combination of domestic 
productions and foreign service productions. Projects benefit from competitive tax incentives, world-
class infrastructure and a celebrated workforce in both production and post-production/VFX, varied 
location looks, and a cosmopolitan, culturally diverse and economically strong city.

Streaming services like Netflix, Hulu, Amazon and more recently Apple and Disney+ have drastically 
increased production volumes previously mainly established by the traditional studios and broadcasters. 
Between the streaming video on-demand (SVOD) major services, not counting traditional studios, 
their annual production spending will increase from $40B in 2018 to a projected $65B+ by 2022. The 
value of the global post-production market is projected to increase by 25% in the next three years. 
Toronto is setting the stage to reach the next level in welcoming this new phase of content creation.

Global SVOD Content Production Spending (USD)

Source: Nordicity 2019, Soundstage Market Sounding Assessment

Toronto Studio Space
Toronto has over 2M square feet of film and television production space across four notable clusters. 
Studio expansions and development have moved quickly over the past five years to accommodate the 
growing market demand. The City will see an additional 500,000+ square feet of production space 
come online by 2022, an additional 1,000,000 square feet to come online just outside the Toronto 
City limits. Despite this recent and an upcoming physical space growth, Toronto continues to operate 
at capacity, and has turned away approximately $100M of projects each year since 2017 with spaces 
fully booked. The announced expansions will not meet the market demand and Toronto will continue 
to operate at capacity and be forced to decline.

Long-format series, which now represent 80% of production volume in Toronto, require more space 
and longer term leases, making it more difficult to fit in numerous productions in one space each year. 
Production studios are also now chasing long-term leases with studio operators, further exacerbating 
the unavailability of space for other productions - Netflix and CBS have both recently signed long-term 
occupancy deals in Toronto region physical studios.

Existing Soundstages in the GTHA

Source: Nordicity 2019, Soundstage Market Sounding Assessment
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